WHAT IS THE COURSE MODE LISTED IN STUDENTADMIN?

1. **IN PERSON**
   - **IN PERSON**
     - The instructor will **always** be in the classroom.
     - Students will **always** be in the same room as peers and instructor.

2. **IN PERSON REMOTE**
   - **IN PERSON REMOTE**
     - The instructor will be in the classroom **some of the time**.
     - Students will be in the classroom **more often than not**. Other instruction and learning occurs online.

3. **HYBRID**
   - **HYBRID**
     - The instructor will be in the classroom **some of the time**.
     - Students will be in the classroom **more often than not**. Other instruction and learning occurs online.
     - Students will learn online **more often than not**. There will be limited in-person attendance.

4. **HYBRID LIMITED**
   - **HYBRID LIMITED**
     - The instructor won't be in the classroom at all.
     - Students will attend all classes online on a fixed day and time.

5. **ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**
   - **ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**
     - Students will access course activities and materials on their own schedule.

6. **ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
   - **ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
     - Students will attend some classes online on fixed days and times. Other times, students access activities and materials on their own schedule.

7. **ONLINE BLENDED**
   - **ONLINE BLENDED**
     - Students will attend some classes online on fixed days and times. Other times, students access activities and materials on their own schedule.